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Minority
enrollment
goal won't
be reached
University officials say fall semester drop
will hurt goal of 12 percent by year 2000
ByAmyThon
Campus edttor

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo ed~or
Courtney Stroter, a freshman elementary I special education major, and Latricia Singleton, a freshman accounting
major, two of the 864 minority students currently enrolled at Eastern, walk in the rain to a meeting Monday evening. The
minority population has dropped 2 percent from last semester's 7.5 percent.

Enrollment down this semester
Admissions deadline
set to keep student
body numbers low
ByAmyThon
Campus editor
The number of students enrolled
for fall semester 1998 declined by
42 students, bringing Eastem's total
enrollment to 11,735.
Statistics from the Office of
Student Affairs, show that 59 per-

cent of students enrolled are
female, while 4 l percent are male.
There are 10,174 undergraduate
students, 2,446 ~en, 2,085
sophomores, 2,413 juniors and
3,230 seniors.
There are 9,790 full-time students and 1,945 part-time students.
The average ACT score for the
l,718 first-semester freshman is
22.4 and the honors program has
increased to more than 600 students.
Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, said last year the

Minority student enrollment dropped to 7 3 percent for the fall
semester 1998 and university officials say their goal of 12 percent
minority students will not be met by the year 2000.
The number of minorities dropped to 864 this semester compared to 884 in the fall semester of 1997, a total loss of20 students.
The number of minority students has fluctuated for the last
four years: 794 minorities in 1994; 895 minorities in 1995; 863
minorities in 1996; and 884 in 1997. The goal of having minorities make up 12 percent of the total student population was set by
Eastern President David Joms several years ago.
"We will try to get as close as we can, but I don't think we'll

See MINORITY Page 2

total amount of students was
increasing faster than the university wanted. To ensure class availability, enrollment needed to go
down, he said.
"Since the university bad
looked at enrollment from last
year, we did have a concerted
effort to try to bring the number
down a little," said Dale Wolf,
director of admissions. "Over
10,800 (students) can be construed
as a little high by some people."
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tudent vote set for shuttle-bus
fee
,, _____

uttle route may include Mattoon
inesses to help pay for operation
By Joe Sanner
Student government edttor
ts will have a chance to
on the proposed $2.50 student
bus fee during a special
next week.
· g will take place from 8
., S p.m Sept 22 and 23 in the
Hall Lobby, Coleman Hall
:ahe Martin Luther King Jr.
'ty Union Walkway.

Also included on the special
election ballot will be constitutional
amendments the Senate approved
last year. The amendments change
the duties of each executive officer
in the Student Government and also
change the order of succession.
The Senate-approved $10 student activity fee increase will also
be included on the ballot. The student activity fee would be raised to
$31.50.

The Charleston Chamber of
Commerce has set a goal of
$20,000 that it needs to raise from By the 24th we should know
area businesses to help fund a shut- which company we,re going
tle bus service.
A $2.50 per semester student with and what it's going to
shuttle bus fee would also help fund cost and everything. So by
between 25 and 40 percent of the
then we should know if
service. The $20,000 in pledges
would cover about 60 to 75 percent. were going to Mattoon.
The proposed shuttle bus route
Melissa Girten,
currently includes stops at
Student Senate member
• the comer of Fourth Street and
Roosevelt Avenue near Lawson
Hall,
• Ninth Street in front of Carman Martin Luther King Jr. University
Hall,
Union,
• Seventh Street in front of the • the comer of Seventh Street and

______

,,

Lincoln Avenue near Old Main,
• lhe comer of Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue on the Square,
• Wtlb Walker's located on the corner of E Street and Lincoln Avenue,
• Wal-Mart in Charleston,
• and Lincoln Hall on Grant
Avenue.
The bus will run from 7:30 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday,
stopping every half hour. On weekends it will run from 11 a.m. to 11
p.m., stopping every hour.
H students vote for the new fee,
they will begin paying it next
semester.

See BUS Page 2
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Minority
from Pagel
quite get 12 percent," said
Johnetta Jones, director of minority affairs.
Lou Hencken. vice president
for student affairs, said he does
think the goal is attainable, but
not by 2000.
"I think that's going to be very
difficult. It's a goal to keep shooting for; it's a good goal,"
Hencken said.
The number of new minority
students increased this year by
six students. but further plans are
being made to increase this number even more in the future.
"After you get over the disappointment, you start getting positive," Jones said. "I'm unhappy

Enrollment
from Page 1
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Wolf said the university
attempted to reduce enrollment by
setting deadlines for admissions.
He said retention bas been 'Very
high for the past few years and that
shows students are interested in
Eastern and in staying at Eastern.
''New student enrollment was
very, very close to last year,"
Wolf said. "(Enrollment) didn't
come down a lot."

Bus
from Page I
The .service will be available
to students and faculty, who can
ride for free with a iinfversityID.
The shuttle bus could be operational as soon as Nov. 1.
The Student Senate and
Chamber of Commerce are considering expanding the proposed
student sbuule bus route to reach
businesses in Mattoon.
Melissa Girten. a senate member who has been working on the
project since lasl Spring, said
they have not been successful in
getting pledges from Charleston

The Dally Eastern N

and yet there's some real positives as wen:·
She said recruiting plans are
being made to contact more
prospective students.
"One plan that we are starting
is lo recruit a number of students
to work as telephone callers,"
Jones0 said.
She said the students will contact
perspective students once a month
and hopefully develop a good rapport with them to encourage them lO
apply and chose F.astem.
"It's going to take a couple of
years for (recruitment) to pay
off,'' Hencken said.
He also said many universities
are heavily recruiting minority
students.
"(The number of new) minority students was higher than last
year and that's all we can ever
hope for." said Dale Wolf, direc-

tor of admissions.
Jones said minority applications increased by 40 percent this
year.
"We dido 't convert as many of
those applications as we thought
we would," Jones said.
The average ACT score of the
incoming minority freshman
increased from 18.4 to 19.6 thiS
year.
"That in itself is a major
jump," Jones said. "While I'm
disappointed about the quantity,
I'm real pleased with the quality.
rm disappointed but rm also
hopeful."
Over the last lO years the
number of minority students has
increased by 207, Hencken said.
"If you set your goals too low
you settle for mediocrity,"
Hencken said. "I do think bitting
the 12 percent is a doable goal."

Hencken said he bas not yet
decided if enrollment will be
restricted again next year but said
that decision will be made in
October. The university will look
at class availability to detennine
if the enrollment needs to
decrease again. He said according to the university's strategic
plan, the number will stay about
the same as it is this year.
"I don't think we want to
grow,'' Hencken said.
Currently there are 10,790 students taking classes on campus
and 945 off campus.

Wt.li Hine, dean of School of
Adult and Continuing Education,
said the number of srudents
attending classes off campus is
strong and there bas been good
growth in a number of areas.
"It demonstrates the continuing and growing demand for off
campus courses," Hine said.
"More and more students as
much as possible are taking
courses at community colleges."
He said the number of students taking courses on and off
campus at the same time has
grown substantially.

businesses.
Girten said the Chamber of
Commerce has raised aboul
$4,700.
'We're looking at expanding il
into the (Cross County) Mall and
Super Wal-Man area,"' she said
"Th.is is still all just a possibility.
It might stay in Charleston."
Girten said the route would
only be expanded to Mattoon on
the weekends and shouldn't
affect the bus· timing.
"We· re still keeping (scheduled stops) at every hour on
weekends in Charleston,'' she
said "So this shouldn't affect
that."
Pledges have been donated by
Wilb Walker.;, Wal-Mart and

Campbell's Apamnents in Charleston, but no pledges have been
received from any Mattoon businesses yet. Girten said
°I've spoken with the mall
and Wal-Mart," she said. 'The
Mauoon
Mall Association
approved $500 for the month of
November and another $500 for
December."
Girten said on Sept. 22 the
Chamber of Commerce will
unseal the bids from possible
shuttle service providers.
"By the 24th we should know
which company we're going with
and what it's going to cost and
everything," she said. "So by
then we should know if we're
going lo Mauoon."

P,Olice

lilotter
•James M. Langton. 21, and
Nicholas T. Thometz,_20, both of
1210 Division St., were cited at 1
a.m. Friday at their home for dist
ing the peace, a police report said.
• Matthew S. Grubbs. 22, and B
M. White, 22, both of 1430 Ninlh
were cited at 1:49 a.m. Friday at
home for disturbing the peace. a
police report said.
• Bryan J. Turner reported bis l
box stolen from the stairs leading
bis apartment at 415 Fourth St
he was working on bis car nearby.
Turner noticed them missing at 6
p.m. Saturday. He did not see or
anyone in the area, a police report
0
said
• Ernesto Saldivar, 17, of 220
Thomas Hall, reported a burglary
$250, an Eastern ID, a State of
Illinois ID, an Illinois drivers li
and an Eastern ID holder, a police
report said. Saldivar said he left •
room unlocked and the door open
while be went lO check bis la
between 5:30 and 6 p.m. Sunday, a
police report said.
•Dustin Brown, 18, of 205 Th
Hall. reported bis rear license plate
missing from bis 1990 Dodge
Shadow, a police report stared. B
said he parked bis car in Lot "S"
Sept 6 and when he returned at 10:
am. Sunday bis license plate, "TR
JOY2,'' was gone, a police report
• Christopher Maley, 21, of 459
Thomas Hall, reported bis front
license plate missing from his
maroon 1989 Buick Regal, a po·
report said Maley said he parked
. <!ar in
Se~tmm ,s~1 p~pg
10: 15 Saturday and when he re
at 11 :30 a.m. Monday, the license
plate. "SLICKS." was gone. a po·
report said
• Rachele:_Abernathy, 21. of 23
Cooper Building in University C
reported the front license pl~te of
l 992 Pontiac Grand Am missing,
police report said. Abernathy said
parked her car in University Court
midnight on Sunday and when ~
returned al 11:10 a.m.. the license
plate. "CHELDR I" was gone. a
police report said
• Sara Ka) Schmidt 21. of 1 l
Hampton butldino m l DI\ e.o;1l)
Court. reported the front license
of her 1995 Ford Escort missing.
police report srud. Schmidt said
parked her car in Unh·crsil) C-0u
on Friday and when she returned
7:20 p.m. on Sunday. the license
''BTLFAN3" was gone, a police
repon said.
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To reach us
By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located In the south end of
Buzzard Halt which is at Seventh
Street and Garfield Avenue nex'
to the Tarble Arts Center and
across the street from the Life
Science Building.
By phone: (217) 581-2812
By fax: (217) 581-2923
By mail:
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
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Find a JOB
without leaving campus!!!

Colors.

CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR
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News editor Deana Poole
Associate news edrtor Justin Km1tch
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More than 125 employers recruiting on campus
for full time, part time, &. internship positions!!

Sports editor Matt Wilson

Don't miss out on a great opportunity!!

cumgw1 Open.eiu.edu

Verge editor Jaime Hodge
Cujmh190pen.elu.edu

Photo editor Deanna Mcintyre
cudsm20pen.elu.edu

Online editor Joe Zukowski
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'brary construction to start

~art:y's
Bacon Cheeseburger w/ fries $2.49
Bratwurst $1.49
~....

'?

"16oz_
Lite, lcehouae, MGD

$1.50 bottles
Open at 11AM
Wednesday Swing Nite Free Instructions 9-10...

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$19.95 WRAPPED
$25.95 VASED
1335 MONROE 345-3919
Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Pace, a sophomore elementary I special education major, studies in the stacks of the Booth Library Monday
with friend, Brenda Russell, a sophomore recreation administration major. Construction is expected to begin oext
last for roughly two years.

· ersity officials still in planning
e; renovations to take three years
authorized by Eastem's Board of
Trustees.
Chris Merrifield, Eastern's former liaison to the capitol, previously said there was $1 million left
over from the fiscal year 1997 and
that money would be used to hire
an architect and continue the planning process.
"We're not far enough along to
share (specific plans)," Weidner
said.
He said he anticipates another
year before the design is approved
and the construction should take
about two years.

"I don't know where we're
putting Booth Library temporarily," Wiedner said.
The design must be completed
and approved before a contractor
can be hired, he said.
"(A contractor) will be selected
following sealed bids," he said.
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education granted Eastern a $2.8
million general funds increase recommendation for fiscal year 1999
in January and $99,200 would be
used to purchase new library materials once renovations to Booth
Library are complete.
Funding for the $16.8 million
renovation project construction
was approved in December of 1997
during a special legislation session.

We got wings!
Hot wings only 25( each
(dine-In only)

EVERY TUESDAY!

monday - thursday 7pm- t t pm - hlday - saturday Spm- t 1pin

e---

...;::::f!-k

Drink Specials

Pint Glass Night
$2.75 for First One
$1.75 refills... You Keep the Glass!
Tuesday Lunch Special
Ribeye Sandwich w/ French
Fries, Side Salad ......$5.95
Dinner Special
Chicken or beef stir fry,
side salad... ..$5.95
Italian Chicken Dinner. ....$6.50
w/2 sides & Side Salad

345-7849

. . .

Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm

"You've teen the rul...

Tuesday Sept. 15th
Phi BBQ 6pm to 9pm
Wednesday Sept 16th
"Make Your Own Sub" 6pm to 9pm

Thursday Sept 17th
The "Original" Phi Spaghetti Dinner and
Bid Night 6pm to 9pm
Friday Sept. 18th
"Phi Night" and Formal Smoker 6pm to ?

ALL EVENTS WILL BE HELD ATTHE ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
(A1:A) HOUSE LOCATED AT 1004 GREEK COURT
SECOND HOUSE ON THE RIGHT

FOR RIDES CALL 581-3382 OR 581-6594

--.---·-·-•-ht-··---=-----'-'
.

Journalists do not have magic wand
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No males
in Pemberton
istory is something many people can
"-grow to appreciate. But that apparently
is not the case with the Eastern administration.
Pemberton Hall, the first aJl-female residence hall
in the state, is now faced with the possibility of
becoming co-ed in the fall of 1999.
This is a result of an overflow of honor students in
McKinney Hall, which the administration is hoping
to move to Pemberton Hall. the "new" honors donn,
starting next year.
Many Pemberton Hall residents have voiced
opposition to such a change.
We have to look at
the big picture - how
Pemberton is historic necessary is such a
The first all-female dorm
move, and is it worth
in Illinois should remain a
breaking tradition and
historical site and male
history by making
students should stay out.
Pemberton Hall co-ed?
It's a national
landmark, but that status will be deemed worthless if
it no longer represents what it once was recognized
for.
The idea of converting Pemberton Hall to a
co-ed honors dorm is still being debated. If Eastern
is smart, it will keep the 89-year-old all-female dorm
alone and preserve what little history Eastern has.
If it is converted to an honors dorm, some
significant changes will also take place. For
example, office space will be assigned to honors
faculty, classrooms and meeting spaces.
What was once a historical all-female donn would
now serve as a part-time segregated co-ed dorm and
part-time leami.ng facility.
The people directly affected by the possible move,
the residents, have not been consulted.
'Tm totally against it (Honors students) don't
want to move here and we don't want to move out
(of McKinney),'' said Ana Kuhlmann, a junior
speech communication major and Pemberton Hall
resident. ''I don't remember them giving us a chance
to vote on it."
If the plan does go through, no Pemberton
residents will be forced to move out.
The solution seems simple.
Ask both parties and base a decision on what they
prefer. After all, they're the ones who have to live
with the decision.

H

-

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

''

Today's quote

History hath triumphed over time, which besides
it nothing but eternity hath triumphed over.
Sir Walter Aaiegh,
English courtier, navigator, historian and poet, 1552·1618

think my Christmas list

;~~.t;:r~:=~~~~ ~!
to have a car down here

~~~~~k:~r;~ ~~~!r~:e

overpnced parking penrut.
Wish No. 2 would be to
Jaime Hodge
have people strolling the campus sidewalks actually look one Verge editor
another in the eye and smile a
friendly greeting instead of
casting eyes on the beer bottles
smashed on the road or squirrels scampering across what is left of the sparse campus
quads.
But item No. 3 would be a magic wand because magic
always seems to get people out of a jam. After all.
Cinderella had a fairy godmother, Aladdin had a genie
and Ariel had King Triton's Lridem lo back her up.
If l had a magic wand, there's no way I would write
20-page papers or pay $3 for a cup at a party. I would
also be able to magically change whatever I deemed
wrong in the world with just a flick of my wrist - a feat
some people seem to expect The News to do.
Though I may not have the magic to change things
wilh a thought, readers and journalists have another form
of magic - the ability to utilize both the English language
and the freedom of speech to express themselves.
Readers need to understand the power of the press. It's
a beautiful thing. It can bring problems on all levels of
government to people's attention: it can inform citizens of
wars. elections and deaths. It can also share stories of
power, prowess and debates; sorrows, joys and struggles.
But one thing the press cannot necessarily do is immediately change a problem based upon viewers' reactions.
lf it had the ability to do so, there wouldn't be such things
as deadlines and objectivity. (Let's face it. journalists arc
some of the mosl opinionated people on earth. and sometimes it·s hell lo squelch ha\ ing a vic\1. point in nn article.)

"Readers need
to understand
the power
of the press.
Ifs a beautiful
thing:'

Journalists can only take ·
so far. We can inform, pers
and entertain our readers, but
we can't effectively alter the
problem in a heartbeat. Only
the people in charge of the
problem can do that.
If readers have a problem
with something on this cam
they should express it in a
other than complaining Lo e
other over pizza and cigaret
Write a letter to the editor to
articulate the beef with the

school.
Or better yet, write a letter to.the people responsible
for the problem itself. Flood their desks with opinions.
will give them something to do and infonn them of wh
the student body really thinks. I know it's a novel idea.
but hey - new paths are trodden every day.
Anyone who writes a Jetter to the editor, a guest column or simply writes a letter to the people responsible
the problems should be commended: you are exercising
your right to be heard. It is the awesome combination
your voices and dedication to try bringing change about
that makes the power of writing wonderful.
Thank you, and keep up the good work.
But to those who only stand around whining about
Eastern steals all their money or how food service sue
or that Pemberton Hall shoula remain an all-female.
"' f
I
JOfO'A'i 10
honor students dorm, plea.'ie follow ilie examp1es o
who are brave enough to auach their names and/or fac
to their comments.
Because not only do the students read the paper, Lhe
administration does, too.
And that's where the real change can begin.

• Jaime Hodge is a freshman journalism major and a biwee
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address 1s
cujmh19@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Pemberton and honor
students are unhappy
I would like to express an opinion
as an honor studenl and as a hall representative from Ford Hall about the
proposed move to Pemherton Hall.
First of all. the fact is thaL many of
the honors students from both
McKtnne) and Ford halls arc hesitant
abouL the move to Pemberton Hall.
Man) even agree that Pemberton Hall
an chan"tng -;om of the room, to
classrooms kind ·mts uc; at a d1~advantnge.
We \1. ould be farther awa\ from
the library. the supposed 24:110ur
computer lab LhaL is going into the exdining center of the Gregg Triad and
be removed from our centralized cam-

Your turn

Letter policy

Letters to the editor

pus location.
And in response to the comment
lhaL if "you want Lo Jive in a coed
dorm. go somewhere else,.. lhe honors
donns no\1. are currenUv co-ed.
We don't \\ant 10 change your
donn .. we're perfecll) happ) \\here
\\Care. Tell the udmumtralion your
problem~. nod don't blame it on us.
We just heard about this. 100.

Lisa Ogle
freshman music education major

The Daily Eastern News accepts
leners to the editor addressing Joe
state, national and international
issues.
They should be Jess than 250
words and include Lhe author's n
telephone number and addre~s.
Students should md1cate their year
school and major. Facull), admim
tion and staff should md1cate the
position and department. Letters
whose author~ cannot be verified
not be pririLed.
Depending on space constrain
we may have Lo edit your letter.
keep it as concise as possible.

______V_i_ew_R.<2JD!._
s
emberton residents ask to keep their home
inety years of
Pemberton Hall tradition could be coming
to an end next year.
stated in the article tilled
mberton may be C4)-ed." the
r.; program is looking to
ge the residence hall designafor the honor students. This
Id mean that males would be
ed to move into Pemberton

Marie Higgins
and Jennifer Sillitti

If males were allowed to move
Pemberton. the hall would
its 90-year tradition of being
oldest women's residence hall
the Midwest If this would hapPemberton Hall would lose its
'gnation as being a historical
in Illinois.
· is a fate that Pemberton Hall
· nts do not want to face.
r the resident is a first-year
nt at Eastern or a four-year
· nt of Pemberton, this resihall has become their home.
y wants to be moved from
home and although Herbert
, director of the honors prosaid nobody would be
to leave Pemberton. This
d not be possible if the new

section was designated male.
Those females living in the new
section would be forced to find a
new home.
The basis of this change
appears to be financially driven.
During the Sept 3 meeting that
Pemberton and McKinney hall residents held with Lasky and Bill
Schnake!, director of housing, one
of the main reasons given for this
change ~ more money would be
raised for scholarships for honors
students. It was also stated that a
"new prestigious donn" was to be
renovated for Eastem's honor students.
This brings about the question

- " " " ' 11.

"(Pemberton is) a place where we
can walk down to the main lounge,
sit down and know that a friend
will soon walk through. Aplace
where we feel safe and a place
that we do not want to lose~'

Pemberton Hall residents

as to why these renovations cannot
be made for the residents who currently reside in Pemberton Hall.
The residents of Pemberton love
their home and many wonder why
the university is willing to give up
Pemberton Hall's historical landmark status in order to fix it up for
honor students. The current residents would enjoy air conditioning, carpet in their individual
rooms, a computer lab and dining
service renovations as much as any
honor student moving into
Pemberton Hall. The aforementioned changes are just a few plans
that are being made for Pemberton
Hall's renovations.

There are certain logistical
problems thal can be predicted due
to this proposed change. The firsl
is ·the question of how all 350 honors students will fit into Pembenon
Hall. which house~. at the most
211 residents.
Another question would be
how plans are being made to put in
a brand new computer lab when
the wiring of Pembenon Hall cannot even handle microwaves or air
conditioning units. A computer
lab cannot be supponed unless
expensive rewiring renovations are
completed. Who will pay for this?
The students who are asked to
leave Pemberton Hall? Another
proposal was made to put an honors classroom imo Pemberton Hall.
Where will this be? If the study
lounge or recreation room were
taken away, where would the residents of Pemberton Hall find a
quiet place to study - unless they
walked halfway across campus to
the library?
During the Sept. 3 meeting,
Pemberton and McKinney hall residents were asked to listen to the
changes with an open mind and
make a judgment based on what

they heard. Now the residents are
asking the administration to hear
them before any decisions are formaUy made.
As stated by many students in
the article "Pemberton may be coed" the residents of Pemberton
Hall would like to remain where
they are. For many of us it has
become our home at Eastem A
place where we can come and feel
comfortable. A place where we
can walk down to the main lounge,
sit down and know that a friend
will soon walk through. A place
where we feel safe and a place that
we do not want to Jose. We, the
residents of Pemberton, respectfully ask to keep our home.

• Marie Higgins is a sophomore
accounting major and chair of the
Pemberton Renovations Committee.
Her e-mail address is
cumth1@pen.eiu.edu. Jenniter Sillitti
is a sophomore elementary eOOcation
major and vice president b'
Pemberton Hal Colllcil. Her e-mail
addfess is ~ls60pen.eiu.edu. Both
students are guest columnists for The
Daily Eastern News. Columns are the
opinion of the author.

e have more construction sites on campus than we do freshmen

onors students side with Pem residents
our years ago a group of
honors students decided
to give the newly designated "honors donn" a
, and since then many honstudents have calted the Gregg
home during their donn

Amylhon

"Surprisingly, the women
of Pemberton Hall have an
unlikely ally - the honors
students:'

Campus editor
McKinney Hall honor student

about 150 students and Pemberton
215. Is it woith it to kick two
groups of people out of their homes
to house an additional 75 students?
lbere is more room for growth in
the Triad if they continue to expand
into Ford Hall.
The administration asks: Why
not send the honors students way
up to the North Quad and kick out
the women cwrendy living in
Pemberton? Although ..no one will
be forced to leave Pemberton," says
the administration, eventually these
women will be phased oul into
other donns so the honors studcnL'>

can take over the entire building.
But the women aren't liking it
too much.

Surprisingly, the ~men of
Pemberton have an unlikely ally the honors students.
There has already been an
impressive amount of feedback not
only from women in Pemberton
Hall but also from honors students
in the Gregg Triad, who are complaining about changing not only
the history of Pemberton, but the
humble residences in the Triad that
many honors students enjoy and do
not care to leave.

1be administration has given
several advantages for the move.
One is the great location of
Pemberton. They have stated thal it
is close to the library, Booth House
(the honors office) and Textbook
Rental. The Triad is closer to the
library and not far from Booth
House. I'm not really coocerned
with the location of Textbook
Rental since I only go there four
times a year. I think we can manage the half-block walk with our
textbooks a few times a year.
1be renovations planned for
Pemberton, if it is designated as an
honors dorm, would include a
revamp of the lobby, dining service, and lounge area with money
made from fund-raising attempts.
The rooms would also be spruced
up with housing funds.
Pemberton residents have told
me the aOministration has said
numerous times the building cannot
be improved with air conditioning
and handicap accessibility because
of the tradition of the building. But
now that they want to shift people
around they are willing to go to

great expense to improve the build-

ing. Is that fair to the current residents of Pemberton?
The honors studenl<; would t>e
very segregated living in the .Ns:>rth
Quad whereas in the Triad they are
mixed with other students.
Also, the administration made
this decision over the summer
(their favorite decision-making season) while the students were not
there to voice their opinions. The
administration needs to take a step
back and listen to what students
have to say.
An easy solution is being overlooked and instead, a complicated
unnecessary change, that no ooe
welcomes is being planned Honors
students and Pemberton residents
alike need to let the administration
know how they feel on this topic
and hope their ears are open.

• Arrrt Thon is a sophomore journalism major and a guest columnist for
The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is cualt2@pen.eiu.edu.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Parade route not to change
Charleston City Council to approve
Oct. 17 Homecoming parade route

open 9-1am

•

or

By Nicole Meinheit

parked on these '\trcets after 3 a.m.

City edttor

will be towed.
Cougill said that in past years
he felt the (Eastern) students were
out of control but said last year ..a
lot of students stepped up to the
plate and took charge.
"Last year wasn't nearly as
bad. hopefully we' 11 have another
nice Homecoming parade," he
said.
The council is also expected 10
accept Charleston resident George
Birch's bid of $2,800 for the land
at 14th Street and Harrison
Avenue, which is currently a park.
Birch is the owner of the adjoining
property and intends to maintain
the property as it is now, Cougill
said.
Birch asked the city to purchase
the land at the the last council
meeting and the City Council
decided to accept sealed bids from
the community, Cougill said.
The council also may look into

The Charleston City Council
tonight is expected to approve
street closings for Eastem's
Homecoming Parade.
The City Council will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the City Council
Chamber on the second floor of
the City Municipal building.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
said the parade route will be the
same as it always has been.
Sixth Street from Monroe
Avenue to Lincoln Avenue;
Monroe Avenue from Sixth Street
to Seventh Street; Jackson Avenue
from Sixth Street to Seventh
Street; Grant Avenue from Seventh
Street to Ninth Street; Hayes
Avenue from Seventh Street to
Ninth Street; and Roosevelt
Avenue from Fourth Street to
Ninth Street will be closed from 3
a.m. to noon on Oct 17. Any cars

hiring a contractor to remove the
leaking underground tanks that arc
used lo supply gas to all the city
vehicles at the Street and
Maintenance Department Headquarters on the north side of
Charleston.
Charleston City Manager Bill
Riebe hac; received bids but the
city is following Environmental
Protection Agency regulations that
require that the contractor is EPA
certified, Cougill said.
"We are not going to hire anybody until we have proof of EPA
certification." he said.
The work will include removing the underground tanks. which
were known to be leaking two
years ago and may have continued
problems.The tanks will be
replaced with above-ground tanks
that are already installed, Cougill
said.
The City Council is also
expected to approve:
• extending the contract with
Independent Risk Management
Inc. consulting services for another three years.
• approving a raftle pennit for the
Women's Bowling Association.
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217-348-8018
Above Roe's • 408 Sixth Street • Charbion, ll 61920
Ne\IV Releaeee
Av.all.abl e Todayl
$1:z..98 CD

Marilyn Man&on - Mechanical Animals
Magic - Sky•e the Limit
Morrleeey - My Early Bur0lary Year&
Walling Soule - Psychedelic Soule
Frank Zappa - Mystery Diec
Jacky! - Choice Cute
Hootle and the Blowfieh - Muelcal Chair&
Bette Mldler - Bathhouee Betty

WHY PICK IT UP
WHEN YOU CAN
HAVE IT DELIVERED.
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*1998 Outstanding Sigma Chi Chapter

*Ten Time Intramural Sport Champs
*Current Intramural Sports Champs
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"Dress for Success (Part I)
Professional Interview Attire"
TODAY
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Charleston1Mattoon Room - Union
Find out what is & what isn't considered
appropriate attire in today's workforce.
You'll be surprised!
Sponsored by Career Services
Room 13-SSB 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
Every Tuesday & Thursday
5-9pm
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Salad Bar
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Spaghetti

$4.19

Garlic Bread
+tax

CbUdreo 10 a Wider eat for $2.19
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Lumpkin to explore
computer careers
By Amanda Martinez

mto note
ing dangers
University Police
ent tonight will
r a program regarding
ible drinking and
mvolving driving under
uence.
program will be held
p.m. in Stevenson Hall.
is one of several prothe department is
ring in the residence
to explain the dangers
. . g drunk.
participants in the
will have up to five
and will have their
alcohol level meaTwo participants will
asobriety test. The prowill open up to audibers for questions
iss8S

Staff writer

The Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences will
host its fourth annual Computer and
Operations Management. COM.
Day for students interested in a
career in computers.
The event will be held from 7:30
am. to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Lumpkin Hall.
"This day is aimed at presenting
opportunities to students whom have
a chosen a career or are majoring in
computer science," said Yunus
Kathawala, business professor.
Business students will take a
look at the most recent technology
and the newest software that companies, like Anderson Consulting, use
everyday. The companies and the
faculty members will also have a
chance to talk with one another.
Students will have the opportunity to meet with faculty in the business departmeot Another objective

will be to open new doors to possible curriculum advances and
changes. Kalhawala said.
The companies attending COM
Day will lecture in the computer literate classrooms throughout the
course of the da).
From noon to I :45 p.m. in the
1895 Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, there will
be a panel discussion followed by an
ice cream social behind Lumpkin
Hall.
"Anyone interested in these
fields is invited to attend the ice
cream social," Katbawala said.
Kathawala said he hopes that this
day will open up potential for possible future internships and possible
jobs upon graduating. Some of the
companies attending COM Day
include Sears Roebuck, Nims DC
Systems and State Fann. The business department concentrated on
inviting companies which have
traditionally employed Eastern
graduates.

7
COME SEE THE LATINO
LORDS OF THE DANCE

Mexican Folkloric Vance Company
Saturday September 19, 1998 ~rand Ballroom at 7 pm
$.3 All Students$ 5 General Public

$150Kl LLIANS

75~
DRAFTS

SPECIALS

WITH DJ MIKE· NO COVER

Sigma Nu

FREE STEAK
6-9 pm
Beach Party
Call 6898 for rides

Live Band!

DAY-TIMERJLAJaAMJBASl

Live Band!
§DAY-TIMER

--

ClassifiedadV~!!~JNQg __

8

Tuesd-ay,
se-ptembe--rl

Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Announcements

FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. G-2262.
--------~9124
Ballet. Jazz, Tap, Yoga, and Step
Aerobics all ages, all levels.
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345-7182.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9118

Medical billing nation wide needs
full/part time medical billers.
Home PC required, salary too.
30K/yr. No experience necessary, will train. 1-800-600-1844.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9115

1990 Toyota Supra, Blue, 3dr liftback, loaded, 5 speed, pioneer
disc changer w/remote, excellent
condition, good tires, must sell.
$6900--make an offer 345-2997
evenings or leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
ROLLERBLADES. like new.
Sizes 7 and 11 with pads. $75
pe'r set. 348-8918. Leave
Message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
94 Honda Accord ex Coupe.
White/Tan leather. Cd/tape ex.
cond
97,XXX.
Books at
$12,500, asking $11,200. Call
345-1292.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
RicohKR-5 Super 2 35 mm SLR
camera, w/zoom lens, flash ,
cleaning kit, case, and filter.
Asking $200. Call 346-3185.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
Beautiful weddlng dress size 14.
Lots of beading. Cathedral train.
Never worn. (217) 837-2269.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/17
For Sale: 1996 Nissan 200SX,
white, 5-speed, 46,xxx miles,
Good condition, Great Gas
Mileage, $8,600. Call 345-1292.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
Auto Bike as seen on T. V., 2
months old. Paid $280. Wiii sell
for $200 or best offer. Call 2353597. Please no calls before
10:00a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
Graphing Calculator: Tl 85 never
used $75. 581-8018.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17

2 BA House fully furnished.
South 4th St. Residential neigh·
borhood. Call 345-5148 or 3480157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES
SEE NEW TEAM T-SHIRTS AT
TOKENS. WE NOW HAVE EIU
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING
VOLLEYBALL. SOCCER, SOFT·
BALL, AND ALL OTHER
SPORTS.
--------~1~6
Spring Break '99. Cancun,
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from $399.
Sell 15 and travel free. lowest
prices guaranteed. Info Call 800·
446-8355. www.sunbreaks.com.

Help Wanted
STAFF needed in small residential sites serving 4-6 residents
with developmental disabilities.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be
obtained at CCAA Industries, 825
18th Street, Charleston, ll 61920.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Farm Help Needed. Experience
preferred; morning, afternoon,
and evenings. 348-8906 after
4pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
Help Wanted: Housekeeper 7-11
a.m. Monday through Friday.
Some direct care with individuals
with developmental dlsablllties
involved. Apply In person at 910
17th Street in Charleston or call
345-2922.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
Farm help. Flexible hours. Start
now. 345-2999.
_________
9~3

Charleston Dairy Queen now tak·
Ing applications for lunch positions. Must be available MondayFriday. Apply at 20 State Street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.9/17
ABSOLU TE
SPRI NG
BREAK... 0 TAKE 2" 2 FREE
T RIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES
and ... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Padre! Lowest Prices! Free
Meals, Parties, & Drinks.
llmlted Offer... 1-800-426n10. www.sunsplashtours.com
10123
Sexual Assault Counseling
Service seeks caring volunteers
to work with victims of sexual
assault. 'Training begins Otit. 4.
Call office 348-5033, 1·5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
--------~9/17
CHILD CARE WORKERS NEEDED Sunday A.M., Mattoon
Church. Must have own trans·
portation. Pay is $6.00 per hour.
If interested send a letter with
your name, phone number, full
address, a description of your
experiences with children, and
three references with contact
information to:
Personnel
Committee; First Christian
Church; 1600 Wabash Avenue;
Mattoon, IL 61938.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16

Hope House has a weekend mid·
8 shift avail. We also have a 39p. m.shift open M,T,W,F and a
10·6 or 3-9 available Sat. and
Sunday. Apply at 106 E. 2nd
South St., Arcola, M-F 9-11a.m.
or5-7 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9121
The Arcola CILA is looking for
someone who possesses a posi·
live outlook on life and would like
to take on the challenge of helping our residents reach their
fullest potential. We have a full
time house manager position
avail. Evening hours during the
week plus weekend hours. Five
residents who are developmental·
ly disabled live In the CILA. Our
company offers medical, vision,
and dental Ins., 401 K plan. If you
would like to find out more, apply
at 106 E. 2nd South St., M-F 9-11
a.m. or 5-7 p.m. We also have
part-time weekend hours (7·3, 95), and part-lime evening hours
(3:30-9:30)
available.
____
_____
9~1

Fun Activities Photographer
WANTED: no experience need·
ed, flexible hours. Call {217) 3987808. Ask for Bruce
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9116
Accepting applications for parttime cook, flexible hours, and
part-tlme night auditor. 11p.m.·
7a.m. shift. Accounting experience a plus. Apply In person.
Best Western Worthington Inn,
920
W._
Lincoln.
E.O.E.
__
___
_ ____.9115

EXTRA INCOME FOR '98. Earn
$500- $1000 wee kly stuffing
envelopes. For details-RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP
FIVE @ 6547 N. Academy Blvd.,
Dept. N. Colorado Springs, CO
80918.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/6

9

2 Bedroom upstairs apartment.
Water and trash furnished.
$425.00 per month. 345-3554.
- - - - - - - - , - -9/16
Sublessor needed for house with
basement close to campus. Big
bedroom, with lots of closet and
storage space. 348-6611.
---------...,...-,--9/18
Rooms for Women: Nice old
home on 6th St. Newly remodeled rooms. Cooking areas and
laundry facilities provided.
Utilities paid. No lease. $75 per
week. 345-2842.

Personals

Lost & Found
l ost: Brown Frame glasses no
case-Cannot See. Please call 0
345-2647.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
Found: 2 Farrets one male and
one female. Call 348-5151
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./16

For Rent

'

Adoption
Our names are Paul and Cheryl,
and we would love lo expand our
family through adoption. We are
a loving, financially secure couple
who will help you through this dif·
ficult time. All medical and legal
fees paid. Call us TOLL FREE @
1·877-852-4396 for more information, or contact our attorney
Debbie Cobb by calling collect
618-692-6300.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18

For Sale
MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125 4th
Street. $600/month. Call 345·
6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom.
Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM·
PUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY
1ST FOR 3 FEMALES. 820 LINCOLN ST. 348-n46.
12114
COMMERCIAL SPACE 1/2 block
from campus. 820 Lincoln St.
348-n46.
--------~12114

12-Pack Girts- Tellatubbies Rule!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,....9/15
TKE's-Fire up for Aushl You
guys rock my world! Love your
sweetheart, Porch
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9115
New members of Alpha Sigma
Alpha- We are so excited to wel·
come all of your Into our house!
We look forward to many shared
memories & good times! You all
are Beautiful peartsl Love ·The
Rubles
- - - -- - -,,_.....,,,.....9/15
Neal Perry of Sigma Phl Epsilon,
Congrats on becoming the IFC
Presidenll love, Angie
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____.9/15
Lauren Zlvlc-Congrats on going
Alpha Phi. You are the cutest Ivy
linker. love, Angela.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.9/15
Patty Cuttone, Good Luck with
pledging the best house on campus, Alpha Phi! You are the best
Ivy Linker. Alpha Phi love &
mine, Theresa
~
9[15
Porch-Happy 21st Birthday!
Drink it up. Love your Lil Sis,
Jennifer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./15
Congratulations to Stacey Wolf of
Kappa Delta on getting lavaliered
to Mark Walton of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Love your KO Sisters!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9115

All new equipment, U
Village laundry Mat.
video security. $1.25
to dry.
It pays to advertsie in
Eastern News. Make y,,,.
Buzzard Building to pl

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,9129

EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9130

ads.

CampusClips

~-------,,--,-=-9/16

SPRING 1999: NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES, LAUNDRY FURNISHED ROOM FOR
NS FEMALE. CALL FOR INTER·
VIEW. 345-1284.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/14
3 BA Apt. 1125 4th St $600 per
month. Call 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

-RUSH DELTA CHI· For
tion, check out our
on ESPN and Fox
Channel. For rides and
Joe 348-1689 or Doug
·RUSH DELTA CHI-

0

ETA S IG M A GAMMA. Meeting tomorrow at 5 p.m.
Lantz Club Room.
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION. Meeting tod
p.m. in Room 203 in Coleman Hall.
BLACK STUDENT UNION. Meeting today at 6 p.m.
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union.
PHI SIGMA Pl. M eeting today at 7 p.m. i
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union. Important
Everyone needs to attend to talk about rush.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL Meeting today at 7 p.m.
Martinsville Room In the Union. All past Key Clubbers
to attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Leadership meeting
9:30 p.m. in the New man Center. T he center is t
house next to the chape l- 909 Lincoln Ave.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Informational me
EIU for Life today at 8 p .m. in the Union Walkway.
stude nts who are committed to the issues of life.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. M ass today at 12:05
the Newman Chapel located on the comer of 9th and
Ave.
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE. Meeting today at 9 p.m.
A rcola/Tuscola Room in the Union. All comm ittee
m ust attend .
BAPTIST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES. Bible study t
p.m. in the Shelbyville Room in the Union. All are we
attend. Call Doug at 348-6779 for more information.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon
BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be $Ubmitte<1a.s a CarPPV
NOON by Wednesday. {Thurs"ffiiy i§ a6adhnetor Friday;
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLIN
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE
Clips may be edited for available space.

Need Cash?
Sell your unwanted items
the Dai~ Eastern Nerw

Announcements
Need Cash. We buy used CD's,
cassettes, and video games.
Sound Source Music. 258-8919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

da&~(fUd Sed:i.D

ACROSS

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: ______________ ____
Address: _______________

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - -- - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad._ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment

l.J Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

l.J Check

l.J Credit

Check number,_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student O Yes O No
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

31 Like h igher17 All tuckered out
priced beef
ea Female V.l.P.
You can't enjoy •Humorist
s Sea that's realty
this if you 've lost
Bombeck
a lake
your marbles
I Morley of CBS
42 Ages and ages
DOWN
14 Tip seller
43 Dormroom
15 Paying
staple
1 Glue (to)
p assenger
44Crackpot
20etest
11 Florida city
47Was first
3 Pilot's maneuver
17 Poe writing
48Ring o rg.
4 Kind of cleaning
11 Wash ington
11 Ma rtians and
I Steelers' org.
suburb
such
•Stadium cheer
20Mythical
12 Detective with a
7 Venue for
strongman
large family
48-Across
22 Family girl
11 Check (o ut)
•
·
Deathtrap•
u A few coins, in 17 Sturm und - playwright .
slang
u Dog restraint
I World Cup
at Tempe sch.
a Choir voice
game
nCool,once
M Poisoned, for
10 Pine (for)
30 Mil. address
instance
11 Org. that keeps
31 Botanist Mendel •Wee, in brief
an eye on pilots
3aPerfumes
eiArdor
1a Golfer Ernie

t Swiss peaks

n

-- -

a~~~~ 11 Safecracker

Puzzle br,,... R. llender

~......-........-...

•Greenhouse

..-...-...--.

-'""'+-.....-.........
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the nght to edit or refuse ads
considered libalous or in bad taste.

13 Actress - Dawn Chong

-.-.....
~~~.+~
~-=+.,;,+;;..i
r-:-t~:=t-:1

'"""""--'--'--'

at Bowler's feat
14 Naval noncoms
a Realtors' sales
21 Pulitzer winner
James
27 Catch the wind
under one's
wings
28 Cemetery sights
32 Nevada county
or its seat
33 Years, to Caesar
34 Do something
35 Beach souvenir
37 Arrived

effect?

so N eighbor of

Zambia

31 Physics particles 13 Plant pest
40 " ... - - saw
G
Elba"
54 aucho's rope
4t Gave up
ss Mania
One way to
se Trapper's
identify a
offering
foreigner
41Fudge
ingredient: Abbr.
48 Capt. Ahab or
hissh1p
49Bignamem
paperback
publishing

a

saModem
I l luming
eo Keats's·
Psyche"
e1 Political s
H "Bill-.
Science
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Eastern News

Memories of jarring tackle
in Ohio State coaches mind

ildcat football scoring like
entucky basketball squad
GTON, Ky. (AP) - Led
quarterback Tun Couch,
ky is putting numbers on the
that are nonnally seen
during Wildcats basketball

passing yards.
If there was one relative weakness in Couch's game last season,
when he led the nation in passing
yardage, it was his failure to stretch
defenses with deep throws.
two games, Couch has thrown
Couch and his receivers spent
0 yards and 12 touchdowns the spring and summer working on
t an interception, and the deep reads. and when Louisville
' offense is averaging 60 played Kentucky man-to-man in the
per game.
opener. Couch burned the Cardinals
e just feel that we can score with scoring bombs to receivers
time we get the ball," Couch Quentin McCord and Jermaine
White.
onday.
ch and his offense have been
Eastern Kentucky played more
to achieYing that goal in
zone against Kentucky. so Couch
ky's first two games. On thre\.\ underneath the coverage and
· y. Couch threw for five watched his receivers break open
wns and 372 yards in a 52- big gains.
over Eastern Kentucky.
Couch benefits from playing
behind a veteran offensive line that
t followed a 68-34 beating of
ille on opening day, v. hen has given him nearly flawless prothrew for seven touchdowns teclion. And the Kentucky receiving
corps is very deep - seven players
t a school record with 498

already have caught Couch touchdowns.
Craig Yeast is Couch's favorite
target, with 16 catches for 263 yards
and three touchdowns.
But it's been the emergence of
new receivers like McCord, back
after a year off from school. James
Whalen Jr., newly installed at tight
encl and White. having a breakout
sophomore season. that has
increased Couch·s effectiveness.
With so many receivers to look for.
he invariably find., the open man
and delivers the ball where it can be
caught.
Couc.h credits coach Hal
Mwnme's system. which emphasizes simulating as many game situalions as possible during practice.
with polishing his technique.
..It's not only repeulions. it's correct repetitions - doing things the
right way all the time:· Couch said.

Jones was scrambling off the left
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio
State coach John Cooper is worried side of the line of scrimmage on
about how bis 11 guys on defense third and 10 at the Missouri 15.
He appeared to have daylight in
can shut down No. 21 Missouri's
option attack on Saturday.
front of him with about a yard to go
No problem. A year ago. the for the first down. But it was really
Buckeyes only needed Andy the oncoming headlights of a 6-footKatzenmoyer to do it. Kat:zenmoy- 4, 255-pound train.
er's jarring hit on Tiger quarterback
Kat:zenmoyer, who would win
Corby Jones in the second quarter the Butkus Award as the nation's
flipped the game's momentum best linebacker. came across the
upside down as the Buckeyes rolled field and intersected and almost dis31-10.
sected Jones near the line of scrim"l just smeared him." the line- mage.
Jones· head sn ied back as he
backer said after that game. "I was
just in the right place at the right flew backwards. h ninstrap whiptime.··
ping up imo ht eyes. while
Now Jones is back - and so is Katzenmoyer wmppcd him up and
Katzenmoyer - as the teams collide slam-dunked him to the ground.
Jones played the whole game but
Saturday in Ohio Stadium.
"I don't know if he dazed him or ended up going in for X-rays.
noL." Cooper said Monday during
lt ended up being more than just
his weekly news conference. "The another tackle. Jones. who had led
thing that stood out is it was an Missouri downfield on its first cwo
open-field play. it wa" a good, hard possessions. was never the same
again.
hit in the open field.'"
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EL VEZ -- The Mexican Elvis - The Latin Sensation
that is sweeping the nation ... and the world.
A modem multi-cultural hybrid of AMERICANA
and MEXICANA. A thlnking man's Elvis.
A post-modem king with a Latin Twist; the Chicano
Experience through the songs of Elvis.
As seen on The Tonight Show, Oprah, MTV, HBO,
CNN, Kathy and Regis, Hard Copy and mucho mas
... As raved about in Newsweek, People, Rolling
Stone, The Wall Street Journal, Vogue, TV Guide,
The New York Times, The Los Angeles limes, and
The London Times plus mucho mas.
El Vez has R-0-C-K-ed across the U-S-A and all
over Europe and Latin America. He has headlined
international festivals and opened for such greats as
David Bowie, Carlos Santana, Linda Ronstadt,
The B-52s and mucho mas.
El Vez is a Cross-Cultural Caped Crusader singing for

Truth, Justice and the Mexican/American Way ...

The Men of Sigma Pi get set to defend the Little
Men Tugs Title for the 20th consecutive year.
For rides or info call: Jim 348-6112 or LTI house 345-9523

'rttUK~Ul\Y, ~EP'l]~.;1v1ts~R 1 7
DVORAK CONCERT HALL. EIU CAMPUS
w / East L.A.'s THE BLAZERS • 8:00 pm
S8 EIU Students· SlO General Public

Classifiedadv~Q:~lQg _ _ _. . . .
Doonesbury

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS
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The Dally Eastern

Second place for men's rugby
By Jarrett Wells

team that won the Midwest Union
crown lac;t season. That experience
will go a long way in helping the
team achieve S!!veral goals this
year.
"Our goals are to win the
Midwest Union for the third consecutive year, advance further in the
playoffs. and to remain the top team
in Illinois," Reidy said. ''We are
really excited going into this year."'
When asked about who he
thought Eastem's toughest opponent would be, Reidy responded .
"probably Southern Illinois."
Among the players who will be
leading Eastern this year are captain Jamie Vidito. Clay Lindhorst
and Tom Wirtz. The Panthers arc
being coached this year by Shawn
McKinney.
Although the season has already
begun. the team is still looking for
anyone interested in playing.
Practices are open, so anyone wishing to play may do so.

Staff writer

The Panther men's rugby team
began their season on a high note
dlis weekend. The Panthers went
2-1 en route to a second place finish
at a tournament held in St. Louis.
On Saturday. EIU steam rolled
;:iver the Sunday Morning Men's
~lub 37-0.
In its second round
~e. Eastern continued its winling ways by defeating the St.
...ouis Men's Club 27-24. The sec)nd round victory allowed F.astem
o advance to Sunday's champimship game. Unfortunately, the
>anthers lost to the team from
)pringfield. Mo. by the score of 299.
Last weekend's pcrfonnance
Nas only the beginning of what
Jromises to be an exciting season
·or the Panthers.
Junior winger Bryan Reidy said,
Ill but two starters are back from a

,, _____

reacher

Defensively we have worked
together better, and if we
work our butts off we will
bet more scoring chances.

mm Page 12
ist three games, but the offense has

egun at the defensive end of the

ield.
''Defensively we have worked
ogether better, and if we work our
utts off we will bet more scoring
hances," Nix said
That approach to the game can
tlly be bad news for the opponents
$the Panther's look to improve to
-0.
"They are hard workers. like
acb other and they do a good job,"
4cClements said
"They have missed some eppormities, but they have put some
way too and the two will get a lot
etter because they are hungry. If
V!y miss, they are right back at it"
A trait shown by all of the 1998
astern soccer team following a 4-

I

I)

l(

I

,'1

,,

15 season last year, along with a
first, individual second attitude from the seniors down to the
freshmen.
'The seniors have been a big
influence on me, and they keep the
team unified." Perry said.
" I wouldn't mind being
Freshman of the Year in the
(Missouri Valley) conference. but
my main goal is to help the terun
out the best I can."

team

I

I

I•

I

(

\

I

I

( )

Pizm

Tuesday: 6:00 pm
Wednesday: 6:00 pm

Drop
from Page 12

Jeff Nix,
Panther senior forward

_____

Practices are held fonn 4 to 6
p.m. Tuesdays. Wednesdays and
Thursdays. Reidy said since very
few members of the team have
played rugby before, they are willing to teach people how to play the
game in order to get them on the
team.
He also said that all people on
campus arc encouraged to auend
Ea.~tem's home games. Games are
played at l p.m. on Saturdays on
the rugby field off of Fourth Street.
directly across from Coleman Hall.
The Eastern ruggers will be
back in action this Saturday afternoon at the University of IllinoL'>.
The rest of the season schedule is ac;
follows: 9126 wc~1em Illinois: 10/3
at Kansas Cny Tournament; 10/10
at Southern Illinois: 10/17 Illinois
State (Homecoming); 10124 at
Iowa or Nonhwestem; I 0/31
Midwest Playoffs; I In Midwest
Cup; 11/14 3rd Annual Old Boys
Game.

Thursday: 6:00 pm

of the Week.
Racer kicker Greg Miller
remained perfect as he connected on
three field goals and is now 5-for-5
on the season.

Taco Bell

Friday: 6:00 pm

Formal Smo~

Martin woes:
Troubles continued for the
Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks. as
they dropped to 0-2 after a 36-7 loss
to Southern Illinois. The Skyhawks
had troubles on the defensive side of
the ball. as they gave up 356 rushing
yards and 440 tolal yards.
Martin quarterback John Repella
filled in for the injured Brock Bailey
and went 12-for-26 but threw three
interceptions.
The Skyhawks have a much
needed week off this week before
traveling to Southeast Mis.c;ouri for
their OVC opener.
-<:ompiled by Matt Wilson
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348-8222 or 348-0473
All events will take place at the
Delt Shelter I 707 9th Street
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HEJ.,PING YOU BlJILD A SECURE FIN&~CIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTtJNATELY, \YE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
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ftball team seeks OVC title
softball team is using
together as a team to rise
top. and take the Ohio
erence title.
, the team took second in
and this year they just don't
to expect 1be women
goals and work well
out on the field. 'Each playin her effort and continue to
part to the team. Head
dene Searle said she has
day one their ability to
with each other.
on ta.Icing care of things
t and that will help us to
difference in the outcome of
," Searle said.
year the team brings back all
players from last year's seaone. Walk-ons to the team
have proven to be an outcontribuli<lJl. Three freshone transfer have great play. .rieoce and are fitting into the
well. Freshmen Jill FitzAmy Barr and Leah Jon-es all
dedication each player bas put
team and have adjusted to
oo the collegiate level.
one is working hard and
all very supportive of each
Fitzgerald said.
lime each player bas put into
has been incredible. 1beir
conditioning and time in the
Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
room have made each of the Senior Panther pitcher Mandy White follows through on a pitch during fall pracsttonger. The players' hard tice Monday at Williams Field.
Im helped eliminate injuries, we've been working on," Searle said. improving their individual areas on
is a great credit to these ath'Each player takes turns with lead- the field.
The team plans to continue just ing team in practice because they all
Junior outfielder Nicole Ktistou
dley're doing because they all have the ability to rise up and have said, "We're all doing really well in
the ability and talent
great games.
practice. This part of the season is
we're looking at is to stay
Everyone pushes each other. but more relaxed and the coach is able to
and build on this f~ """•ilfi;lt fd*F have to concentrate on get everyone in and playing:"
"
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happy 21et 111rthday to
our little viking!
love, your roomlee
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's something

mary
~ MIKE

~MYERS~

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE M O NEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted Items in
The D a ily Eastem News
C~Red Sectlont '

FF P ROBATION ... TAKING OVER THE NATION

Jazz it up tonight with the Pike Jazz Band from 6-9 p.m. in Greek Court .........................................i
And congrats to the Pike football team on shuttin~Hhe Sigma Chi's 12-0!
j
for information call Grant @ 348-6728

Inside

Tues

Panther softball in fall.Page 11
Men's rugby takes second Page 1O
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pikers-hope to keep up OVC play
First-place team
faces tough Tech
team this Friday
By Kyle Bauer
Staff wrtter

The goal all season is to do well
in the Ohio Valley Conference.

With a 2-0 start in the conference
the Panther volleyball team is well
on their way.
With a pair of wins in a weekend
sweep over Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State the Panthers find
themselves in first place in the

ave.

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor

Panther sophomore Gen Ramos follows through on a serve in the five-game victory over Indiana University/Purdue
University-Indianapolis. The Panthers are perfect in conference action and host Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee.

'1t is awesome for now, but it
does not mean anything until we
get past Tennessee Tech, Southeast
Missouri State and Austin Peay,"
senior middle hitter Sherry Austin
said.
Eastern will quickly get a
chance to see if it belongs on top or
not when it faces Tennessee Tech
this weekend. Tech is last year's
OVC Tournament champ and now
stands with a 6-2 overall record. but
has yet to play an OVC match.
The match will feature a bit of a
roJe reversal. Last season the
Golden EagJes beat Eastern at
home early on in the season. At the
time of the match Tech was picked
seventh in the ave and the
Panthers were picked to finish first.
Tech came away with a win in

five games. This year Tech
in picked to finish first and
is sixth.
'They cam~ into our gym
year while we were picked to
first and they were seventh.
the biggest momentum
had all year," Panther head
Betty Ralston said.
The 2-0 start will gi
Panthers a little bit more co
and an early advantage.
"It is a good start and a bi
fidence boost,., Austin said.
had a different attitude
Morehead. It felt like we
won the OVC tournament."
Ralston is looking more
bigger picture.
'The conference is so c
tive this year. It is probably
be a dog fight. Anyone c
anyone," RaJston said.
The Panthers will try to
focused on their uJtimate
making the NCAA Tou11Uduq•
"We want to keep up the
start in the conference and pl
at
home,"
Ralston
"Realistically we wouJd like
eight of nine home games
wouJd put us in good shape...
In order to do that. Eastern
keep up its level of enthusi
"We have to keep our
asm up," Ralston said. "So
we get hot and cold We have
good talkers and a lot of quiet
ers. We need to get the t~.k~
everyone going. 'there are so
people in a smaJI space so you
to talk."

Eastern football
drops
out
of
1-AA po
. ..

With the 48-0 loss to Central
Florida on Saturday, the Panther
football team, which was ranked
No. 22 going into the game, is no
longer in the I-AA Top 25 poll.
Eastern is not the only team to
drop in the polls, as Ohio Valley
Conference members Eastern
Kentucky and Middle Tennessee
also lost ground.
With its loss to Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky dropped seven
spots to No. 9 in the polls. MiddJe
Tennessee lost to Illinois and
dropped two spots to No. 18
The only team in the OVC to
gain ground was Murray State,
which improved its record to 2-0
and moved up four spots to No. 12.

No luck:
The
Panther
football team was
not the onJy OVC
school to have its
troubles.
Football
notebook
Besides
Eastem's 48-0 loss
at Central Florida, Eastern
Kentucky and Middle Tennessee
also fell to 1-A teams.
Middle Tennessee had a 20-7
lead over Big lO member Illinois in
the first quarter before falling to the
Illini 48-20.
In the first quarter scoring Blue
Raider senior Sulecio Sanford
returned a kickoff 99 yards for a
touchdown for a Middle Tennessee
'••

.

"

record and the second longest
return in Memorial Stadium history.
A crowd of 57,776 fans in
Lexington, Ky.. saw Kentucky
defeat in-state rival Eastern
Kentucky 52-7.
Wildcat quarterback Tim Couch
kept his Heisman hopes alive as he
threw for 386 yards and five touchdowns.
Colonel starting quarterback
junior Jon Denton went out of the
game in the third quarter with a
bruised hip.
While Eastern Kentucky did
lose Denton, the good news is
senior receiver Ronde) Menendez,
who was expected to miss three to

four weeks with a separated shoulder, might return for the Western
Kentucky game Saturday.
Wmner of the Belt:
Murray State upped its record to
2-0 with a 36-31 victory over No. 8
ranked Western Kentucky in the
"Batt.le for the Belt"
Junior Justin Fuente had a big
game for the Racers, as he went 33for-5 l and passed for 358 yards and
ran for a touchdown.
With his 33 completions, Fuente
broke the completion record of 28
set by Larry Tillman in J967.
For his efforts in the win, Fuente
was named OVC Offensive Player
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Ranking
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Team

Youngstown Slate (2-0)
McNeese State (2-0)
Georgia Southern (2-0)

Villanova ( 1-1 )
Hampton (2-0)
No<thern Iowa (1-1)
Hofstra (2-0)
William & Maiy (2-0)

9. Delaware (t-1)
10. Northwestern Siate (2-0)
11. Monlana (1-1)
12. Munay State (2-0)
13. Northem Arizona (2-0)
14. Appalllchlan S1S1e (2-0)
15. Western Keotucl<y (1-1)
16. Eastern Kentucky ( 1-1)
17. Western Illinois ( 1-1)
18 Sootl>ern Umverslty (1-1)
19. F\OlldaA&M (1 -1)
20.• Middle Teonessee St. (H)
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Soccer team has its own teacher and studen
Freshnlan,senior
show unselfish and
aggressive-style
David Pump
Associate sports editor
Freshmen sitting in the classroom on the first day of classes
have had the same feeling that
Panther forward Derrick Perry had
at his first day of soccer practice.
Since then Perry has excelled in
a Panther soccer uniform, and that
is mainly in part to senior teammate

Jeff Nix.
''He is the teacher and I am the
student," Perry said of the relationship between the two. "I sit back
and listen to him, and he takes the
time to teach me how to beat other
guys."
But it's not just Nix's teaching
that has turned the two forwards
into a potent 1-2 scoring punch for
the Panthers.
'They know they have to work
together to get the goals," coach
Tun McClements said. "If they
were satisfied (with themselves),
they wouJdn't be that effective."
What makes Nix and Perry so

effective
to
McClements is the
unselfis h ness
shown by both
players.
'Tue big thing is
Jeff Nix
they are having fun
and working hard
for each other,"
McClements said. 'They could
care less who is scoring the goals as
long as someone is scoring them."
Nix and Perry said they both
agree with McClements, and their
unselfish play bas shown in the
scorebook with each player notching a team high three goals in four

games.
"We have done well so far and
as Jong as one of us is scoring that
is all that matters," Nix said.
With their ability to distribute
the ball to each other and having a
similar style of play, the two shouJd
gee better as the season goes on.
''We both know we are fast."
Perry said. "We have a similar
style, and we like to have the same
touch on the ball."
McCiements said be is happy
with the way the freshman and
senior have executed with limited
playing time together under their
belts.

"On the
they have sc
seems like
set-up Perry
Perry has
Nix," McCI
said. 'They
Derrick
aren't trigger
Perry
meaning they
shoot. but
look for each other."
Having that ability to
back of the net has transl
exciting soccer for the
who have scored 10 goals ·

